
Harvesting 
Solution



Tremendous  
increase in  
efficiency!               

BAADER 101

Animal 
Welfare 
is Good 
Business 

The Swim In System is a compact 
solution for automatic salmon  
harvesting. The fish enter the BAADER 
101 via an entry module that can - as 
an optional addition - automatically  
separate the product from the  
processing water.

After the fish are collected in their na-
tural environment, the clean and fresh 
water of the swim-in area, it senses the 
current of the BAADER 101. This flow 
orientates the fish head-first and using 
their natural behaviour, they continue 
to swim against the current and pass 
into one of the channels leading into 
the stunning and bleeding units. 

There, the fish are instantaneously 
stunned and bled and are discharged 
through a moveable ramp onto an 
inspection/bleed table.

BAADER 100 Years 

Innovating Food 
Value Chains
BAADER is the global partner 
on food processing solutions 
with 100 years’ experience. We 
design and engineer innovative 
and holistic solutions that 
ensure intelligent, safe, efficient 
and sustainable food processing 
in all phases, from the handling 
of live and raw protein materials 
to the finished food products. 

Through our data capabilities, 
we use data to interpret and 
forecast along the entire 
food value chain. In close 
collaboration and partnership 
with our customers and partners 
we are taking further major 
steps toward greater efficiency, 
traceability, transparency, 
profitability, and sustainability. 

By sharing knowledge and data, 
together we can succeed in 
optimising the food value chain 
in the long term. 



Dewatering Unit and Swim-in area:

 Allows the transport water of thewell-boat/   
    dead-haul boat to be filtered

 Separates the fish from dirt water and 
    transports them into the clean water of the  
    BAADER 101

Protection Caps

  Protects the fish from light and processing 
area

  No touching of the fish during the whole 
process ensures the lowest possible stress

Stunning and bleeding unit

  Every fish is measured by the machine
  The blow on the head and the bleeding cut 
are performed with air pressure and long- 
lasting stainless steel knives

  The position of stunning and bleeding 
depends on the size of the fish

Display

 Gives the operators a better chance of 
handling their observation of the machines 
in a more accurate way

Water Current and Orientation Module

 The current of the fresh and oxygen rich 
water triggers the natural senses of the fish

 The salmon orientates against the current 
and swims by itself into the processing area

Low stress or ‘rested’ harvesting 
provides many benefits including:

Customer benefits: 

 Maintain Product Quality

 Harvest efficiently  

 Meet your customers‘ / consumers‘ 
expectations for responsible  
harvesting

 Use reliable stun and bleed  
technique

The whole harvesting process can destroy the quality 
you have increased up in the past years. Due to several 
environmental factors that stress the fish, the quality 
of the product and the possible market price decrease. 
With the BAADER 101 you get a machine that reduces 
all possible factors to an absolute minimum.
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Technical data

Fish species: Atlantic salmon

Working range: 2 - 9 kg (on- and offshore)

Throughput: 12 - 15 fish/min per channel,  
available in four-channel and six-channel solutions

4-channel system

8-channel system

6-channel system



This brochure is current as from the publication date and supersedes all previous versions.  
The English version is perceived as the master document and all other versions are subject  
to incorrect translation. The indicated limits of the working ranges and performances may vary  
as a function of the proportion, quality and nutritional conditions of the fish. In order to achieve 
an optimal result, it is recommended to adjust the machine within the working ranges of the fish 
sizes mainly to be processed. Illustrations and dimensions are approximate and not binding. 
Subject to design changes in the interest of technical progress. Actual scope of supply is 
specified in our quotations and order confirmations and may differ from the descriptions and 
photos in this brochure.

Attention! For the illustration of the technical details the safety devices and protection 
mechanisms are partly not shown in operative condition. When operating the machine, all 
corresponding devices and instructions referring to the safety of the machine are to be  
utilised and/or observed.
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